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Declaratory Ruling 

On January 25, 2024, the Commissioner of Energy and Environmental Protection initiated 

a proceeding for a declaratory ruling on her own motion concerning Partial Consent Order No. 

COWSPCB 15-001 (“PCO,” attached hereto as appendix A) issued to The United Illuminating

Company (“UI”) as a final decision to resolve a portion of the contested case hearing concerning 

Administrative Order No. AOWSPCB 13-001. The PCO requires investigation and remediation 

of the former English Station power plant in New Haven. The motion poses one question on 

which this declaratory ruling is issued:

To achieve compliance with the PCO, what is the applicable “high occupancy 
standard” necessary “to abate on-site pollution and impacts for 
industrial/commercial use of the Site . . . inside the buildings” as referenced in 
section (B)(1)(e)(4)? 

I hereby declare, for the reasons set out below, that the applicable high occupancy standard 

inside the buildings at English Station is 1 part per million of polychlorinated biphenyls (“PCBs”).  

I 

INTRODUCTION 

On April 8, 2013, the Commissioner issued Unilateral Administrative Order No. AOWSPCB 

13-001 to UI and other parties regarding contamination at the former English Station power plant

located on an approximately 8.9 acre parcel of land located at 510 Grand Avenue and 510 A

Grand Avenue in New Haven.

In administrative proceedings before the Department of Energy and Environmental 

Protection’s (“Department”) Office of Adjudications, a final decision was issued on August 4, 

2016, approving, inter alia, the PCO as a partial resolution of the claims between the 
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Commissioner and UI in the contested case on Administrative Order No. AOWSPCB 13-001. The 

PCO ordered UI to remediate “on-site” pollution in compliance with its terms.  

On January 25, 2024, the Department issued a Notice and Motion for Declaratory Ruling 

(Motion). The Motion was published in the New Haven Register and the Connecticut Post on the 

same day. The Notice was also sent to known interested parties and provided information on 

how and when comments, including legal briefs and records, could be submitted for 

consideration.  

UI filed a “Verified Request for Intervention” on February 15, 2024, and the Department 

granted UI intervening party status on February 26, 2024. On March 11, 2024, comments were 

due on the Motion; UI was the only entity to submit comments to the Department consisting of 

a 322-page filing with a 16-page single spaced legal brief and 23 additional documents accounting 

for the remaining 306 pages of the submission.  

II 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

The Department adopts the factual findings of the PCO. These facts serve as the specified 

circumstances to which the Department is applying a final decision in this declaratory ruling.  

III 

RULING 

A 

The Motion and Notice of Declaratory Ruling is Authorized by the UAPA 

The Department properly issued the Motion under the state's Uniform Administrative 

Procedure Act (“UAPA”) and the Department’s Rules of Practice. Pursuant to the UAPA, an agency 

can make its own motion for a declaratory ruling as to “the applicability to specified 

circumstances of a provision of the general statutes, regulations, or a final decision on a matter 

within the jurisdiction of the agency.” (Emphasis added.) General Statutes § 4-176(a). Under the 

Department’s Rules of Practice, when the Commissioner commences a declaratory ruling 

proceeding on her own initiative, the procedure set out in section 4-176 of the UAPA applies. 

Regs., Conn. State Agencies § 22a-3a-4(a)(5). As defined in the UAPA, a “final decision” includes 

an “agency determination in a contested case” but “does not include a preliminary or 

intermediate ruling or order of an agency.” General Statutes § 4-166(5). The PCO is an agency 

determination in a contested case because it had the effect of determining UI’s obligations to 
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clean up on-site pollution at English Station,1 and the Department and UI seem to agree that the 

PCO is a final decision. UI Comments, March 11, 2024, p. 5. 

As a final decision and not itself stemming from a proceeding on a declaratory ruling, the 

PCO is properly the subject of a declaratory ruling. All of the facts necessary to issue this 

declaratory ruling can be found in the PCO, and no outside evidence is appropriate to review the 

meaning of the provision in question.2 The Department has satisfied the statutory and regulatory 

requirements necessary to issue this declaratory ruling specifically authorized by the UAPA. 

B 

The PCO Is Not a Contract 

The PCO is a final decision -- an order -- not a contract. A “consent order, which is utilized 

by agreement to enforce statutes, is an order.” Commissioner of Energy and Environmental 

Protection v. Bic Corp., No. LND-CV-116026501S, 2015 WL 9310902, at *17 (Conn. Super. Ct. 

November 9, 2015). Further, the Commissioner has the explicit authority to issue, modify or 

revoke a consent order, and the Commissioner certainly has the authority to issue a declaratory 

ruling regarding such an order, which is a final decision of the agency. See, id.; see also General 

Statutes § 22a-424(f). Because the PCO is an order and a final decision, it is properly the subject 

of a declaratory ruling and any dispute regarding it must not, as UI claims, be “ultimately be 

resolved as matter of law, by a Court.” UI comments, p. 11.3 An order is a creature of statute and 

administrative law. The differences between an order and a contract include different 

enforcement mechanisms. Specific statutory remediates are provided for violations of the PCO, 

including the right to mandatory injunctive relief and the imposition of civil penalties for 

violations of the underlying statutory scheme.  See General Statutes §§ 22a-432 and 22a-438. A 

contract would not provide this same relief. In stating that “[t]he commissioner shall carry out 

1 “Contested case means, in relevant part, a proceeding . . . in which the legal rights, duties or privileges of a party 
are required by state statute or regulation to be determined by an agency after an opportunity for hearing or in 
which a hearing is in fact held, but does not include proceedings on a petition for a declaratory ruling under section 
4-175. . . .”  General Statutes § 4-166.
2 See subsection C. below.
3 Even the first case cited by UI to support its mistaken claim that the PCO is a contract does not support that claim.
At page 11 of its comments, UI cites United States v. ITT Continental Baking Co. for the proposition that the PCO is
“to be construed for enforcement purposes basically as a contract.” 420 U.S. 233, 238 (1975). That a court must
specify a consent order is to be “construed” as a contract necessarily means the thing to be construed is not, in fact,
a contract. UI also relies on Cohen v. Roll-A-Cover, LLC to support its claim that a consent order is a contract, but that
decision concerns a motion for summary judgement involving two private companies in a dispute under the
Connecticut Business Opportunity Investment Act, where a consent order was unsuccessfully introduced as an
attachment to a motion for summary judgment to demonstrate no issue of material facts, and where the order itself
was not the subject of the litigation and the state was not a party, nor was the authorizing statute for the order
General Statutes § 22a-424. No. CV044005176S, 2007 WL 2200506, at *7 (Conn. Super. Ct. July 6, 2007).
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the energy and environmental policies of the state and shall have all powers necessary and 

convenient to faithfully discharge this duty,” General Statutes § 22a-5, the Connecticut General 

Assembly has clearly entrusted to the Commissioner matters involving environmental protection, 

including specifying proper standard for a Connecticut environmental cleanup. 

C 

While Consent Orders Are Not Contracts, Principles of Contract 

Interpretation Are to be Used When Construing Consent Orders 

Having determined the PCO is not a contract, it is next necessary to determine how the 

PCO is to be construed. Although an order has a distinct legal identity from a contract, when 

called upon to interpret the terms of a consent order, courts have looked to contract law for 

guidance. LBI, Inc. v. Sparks, No. KNLCV126018984, 2015 WL 4775940, at *4 (Conn. Super. Ct. 

July 7, 2015) (quoting Gagne v. Norton, 189 Conn. 29, 31 (1983)(“Consent decrees and orders 

have attributes both of judicial decrees and of contracts.”); see also United States v. ITT 

Continental Baking Co., 420 U.S., at 236 (finding that consent decrees and consent orders have 

attributes similar to contracts and “should be construed basically as contracts. . .”).4 

While BIC distinguishes a consent order from a contract, the case also highlights the 

similarities among legal instruments used to memorialize an agreement between parties. As the 

court explained in a footnote, a consent order is similar to a stipulated judgment in that each is 

imposed by an adjudicator following agreement of the parties to be bound to its terms. See BIC, 

2015 WL 9310902 at *4, n.6; citing Rocque v. Northeast Utilities Service Co., 254 Conn. 78, 83 

(2000). It is well established in Connecticut that “‘[a] judgment rendered in accordance with . . . 

a stipulation of the parties is to be regarded and construed as a contract.’ Barnard v. Barnard, 

214 Conn. 99, 109 570 A.2d 690 (1990).” HLO Land Ownership Assocs. Ltd. P’ship v. City of 

Hartford, 248 Conn. 350, 356 (1999) (determining the dispute is “guided by the principles that 

govern the construction of contracts.”). 

Accordingly, courts have determined that orders are similar to contracts for such limited 

purposes, and therefore the Department applies the standard of review used to interpret 

contracts to construe the language in the PCO. 

D 

4 Similarly, federal courts have determined that “[w]hen interpreting a consent decree, a court must apply ‘ordinary 
rules of contract interpretation.’” Baez v. New York City Housing Authority, 533 F.Supp.3d 135, 142 (S.D.N.Y. 2021) 
(quoting United States ex rel. Anti-Discrimination Ctr. of Metro N.Y., Inc. v. Westchester Cty., N.Y., 712 F.3d 761, 767 
(2d Cir. 2013)). 
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The PCO Unambiguously Identifies the Applicable Cleanup 

Standard Inside the Buildings as the High Occupancy Standard 

Under Federal Regulations, or ≤1 ppm 

The main issue here is whether the PCO, by adopting a federal high occupancy cleanup 
standard, had the effect of adopting all provisions of the federal regulation in which that cleanup 
standard is found, including other cleanup or disposal standards found in those regulations.  The 
answer is found in the PCO itself, and is to be determined using principles of contract 
interpretation. 

The first step when applying principles of contract interpretation is to determine whether 
the language in the PCO is ambiguous. Where the language is clear and unambiguous, it is to be 
given effect according to its terms, and a court “will not torture words to import ambiguity where 
the ordinary meaning leaves no room for ambiguity . . . .” Lawson v. Whitey’s Frame Shop, 241 
Conn. 678, 686 (1997). “Where there is definitive contract language, the determination of what 
the parties intended by their contractual commitments is a question of law.” Tallmadge Bros, Inc. 
v. Iroquois Gas Transmission System, L.P., 252 Conn. 479, 495 (2000) (internal citations omitted);
Parisi v. Parisi, 315 Conn. 370, 383 (2015); Krane v. Krane, 99 Conn. App. 429, 431 (2007).

When considering whether language is ambiguous, courts focus on the language itself. 
“Any ambiguity . . . must emanate from the language used . . . rather than from one party’s 
subjective perception of the terms.” Tallmadge Bros, Inc., 252 Conn. at 498. “[W]here the 
language . . . is clear and unambiguous, [it] is to be given effect according to its terms.”  Krane, 
99 Conn. at 431; see also Parisi, 315 Conn. at 383. “The mere fact that the parties advance 
different interpretations of the language in question does not necessitate a conclusion that the 
language is ambiguous.” United Illuminating Co. v. Wisvest-Connecticut, LLC, 259 Conn. 665, 670 
(2002) (quoting Stephan v. Pennsylvania General Ins. Co., 224 Conn. at 758, 764 (1993)). UI and 
the Department agree the PCO language is unambiguous. Therefore, outside evidence is neither 
necessary nor appropriate to discern the meaning of the language or the intent of the parties.5 

5 “[T]he parol evidence rule . . . prohibits the use of extrinsic evidence to vary or contradict the terms of an integrated

written contract.” TIE Communications, Inc. v. Kopp, 218 Conn. 281, 287-88 (1991) (citing 3 A. Corbin, Contracts § 
537; 4 S. Williston, Contracts (3d Ed.) § 631; General Statutes § 42a-2-202). It is presumed that an integrated contract 
fully contains the agreement between the contracting parties, including the extent and manner of their 
understanding. TIE Commc’ns, Inc., 218 Conn. at 288. “[T]o permit oral testimony, or prior or contemporaneous 
conversations, or circumstances, or usages [etc.], in order to learn what was intended, or to contradict what is 
written, would be dangerous and unjust in the extreme.” Id. (quoting Glendale Woolen Co. v. The Protection Ins. Co., 
21 Conn. 19, 37 (1851)). 

While UI agrees the language in the order is unambiguous, the company spends pages of its comments 
referencing extrinsic evidence contained in hundreds of pages in attachments thereto that were non-final settlement 
discussions. References to previous drafts and email conversations are not permitted to demonstrate the intent of 
the parties where the language of the PCO is clear and unambiguous. When parol evidence, or extrinsic evidence, is 
only offered to contradict the terms of an integrated contract, it is “legally irrelevant.” TIE Commc’ns, Inc., 218 Conn. 
at 288. It is inconsistent for UI to say the language is clear but then rely on outside evidence to attempt to 
demonstrate what it believes the language means. 
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The language at issue in this declaratory ruling, contained in section (B)(1)(e)(4) of the PCO, 

states: 

Respondent shall submit for the Commissioner’s review and written approval a 
comprehensive and thorough report which … evaluates the alternatives for 
remedial actions to abate on-site pollution and impacts for industrial/commercial 
use of the Site, including but not limited to any alternative specified by the 
Commissioner, which alternatives are in compliance with all applicable state and 
federal statutes and regulations, provided that … for PCBs, for direct exposure a) 
outside the buildings, Respondent will not be obligated to evaluate alternatives 
for remedial actions other than those required to comply with 40 CFR Part 761 
and with the inaccessible soil provisions of §22a-133k-2(b)(3) of the RSRs, b) inside 
the buildings, Respondent shall only be obligated to evaluate alternatives for 
remedial actions associated with the high occupancy standard in 40 CFR Part 761, 
and c) under the buildings, Respondent shall only be obligated to evaluate 
alternatives for remedial actions associated with the more stringent of the high 
occupancy standards in 40 CFR Part 761 and the inaccessible soil provisions of 
§22a-133k-2(b)(3) of the RSRs.

(Emphasis added). This language directs UI to apply the high occupancy standard found in 40 CFR 

Part 761 when evaluating and selecting remedial alternatives for inside the buildings at the site.6 

The term “high occupancy standard,” as used in the PCO, is unambiguous. The term “high 

occupancy area” is defined in 40 CFR § 761.3, and that definition specifies a cleanup standard for 

those areas – i.e., a high occupancy standard.  To clean up to the high occupancy standard means 

to clean up to a standard that allows “occupancy for an individual not wearing dermal and 

respiratory protection for a calendar year is: 840 hours or more (an average of 16.8 hours or more 

per week) for non-porous surfaces and 335 hours or more (an average of 6.7 hours or more per 

week) . . .” Id. That standard is ≤ 1 ppm of PCBs.   

In its comments, UI agrees that “[i]n committing to apply the high occupancy standards 

inside the buildings, UI agreed to clean up PCB remediation waste (i.e., PCB spills) to the most 

stringent standard that would apply in high occupancy areas, even where the less stringent “low 

occupancy” standard may otherwise have been authorized.” UI Comments, p. 14. Nor does UI 

dispute that the term in the PCO “high occupancy standard” means the “high occupancy area” 

6 At page 7 of its comments, UI assigns meaning to the language in section (B)(1)(e)(4) which it claims intentionally 
excludes a reference to a Connecticut specific cleanup standard. However, UI’s analysis ignores Connecticut law 
regarding the use of PCBs. Since 1977, Connecticut law has banned the use of PCBs. General Statutes § 22a-464. 
Accordingly, there is no Connecticut specific standard for the unauthorized use of PCBs because there is no 
authorized level of PCBs that would be applicable. 
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cleanup level referenced in 40 CFR § 761.61. UI’s primary argument is that this standard should 

not apply to all PCBs but instead to just PCB spills. But that peculiar disagreement alone does not 

render the language ambiguous.   

Consistent with the understanding of both parties to the PCO, it is reasonable to 

understand “high occupancy standard” in the PCO to mean the high occupancy areas as 

referenced in 40 CFR § 761.3 and the associated high occupancy area cleanup standards included 

in 40 CFR § 761.61. Because the term “high occupancy standard” is not ambiguous, there is no 

need to look beyond the four corners of the PCO to outside, extrinsic evidence to determine the 

meaning of the contract terms. See Dejana v. Dejana, 176 Conn. App. 104, 115 (2017). 

The plain language of the PCO unambiguously states that UI should apply the high 

occupancy standard inside buildings. Since there is only one applicable high occupancy standard, 

it follows that that ≤1 ppm standard is the applies to all PCBs inside the buildings. While UI argues 

that the Department is “selectively” and “unilaterally” applying certain provisions from 40 CFR 

Part 761 but not others, this claim fails to give the terms of the PCO their plain meaning.  UI’s 

own reading of the provision includes the addition of the word “all” prior to the PCO’s citation to 

40 CFR Part 761.7 But the plain language of the PCO does not specify all of 40 CFR Part 761 is to 

be evaluated for use; only the high occupancy standard found therein is to be considered. UI’s 

reading also fails to give meaning to the words “associated with” before the words “the high 

occupancy standard” in the PCO. Use of the term “associated with” would not be necessary if 

incorporating an entire section of the federal regulations.  

Further, when reviewing a contract, all relevant provisions are to be considered together. 

HLO Land Ownership Associates, 248 Conn. at 356-57. This is not the only location in the PCO that 

refers to 40 CFR Part 761.8 In these other locations, qualifiers are used to specify certain 

provisions in Part 761. For example, where the sampling requirements in 40 CFR Part 761 are 

mentioned, one can reasonably interpret that phrase to mean that only the provisions related to 

sampling are applicable to that term of the PCO. See PCO § (B)(1)(b). The Department applies 

that same logic to determine the cleanup standard inside the buildings. 

7 See UI Comments at pp 3, 7, 8, 11, and 15. 
8 See the following sections of the PCO: (B)(1)(a) - LEPs retained to perform PCB work must be familiar with the PCB 
requirements found at 40 CFR Part 761; (B)(1)(b) - the Scope of Study shall comply with sampling requirements in 
40 CFR Part 761; (B)(1)(e)(4) - direct exposure a) outside the buildings required to comply with 40 CFR Part 761; 
(B)(1)(e)(4) - direct exposure c) under the buildings evaluate more stringent of the high occupancy standards in 40 
CFR Part 761; (B)(18) requires the current owner to “(ii) agree to the recordation and implementation of ELURs 
pursuant to 40 CFR Part 761 and the RSRs, as applicable.”
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Further, the standard in 40 CFR § 761.61 is a cleanup standard – it specifies concentrations 

of PCBs that can remain onsite in regularly occupied spaces; the standard in 40 CFR § 761.62 is a 

disposal standard – it specifies how different types of PCB containing wastes must be disposed 

of, on- or off-site. When considering all relevant provisions of the PCO together, it is clear that 

the objective is a cleanup that will support the future use of buildings for industrial or commercial 

purposes.  For that purpose, a cleanup standard –  the high occupancy standard – is needed, not 

a standard for disposal.9 

For the reasons set out above, I determine that the high occupancy standard required by 

the PCO for remediation inside the buildings at English Station is ≤1ppm of PCBs, regardless of 

any type or category.  

E 

Section (B)(1)(e)(4) of the PCO Applies the High Occupancy 

Standard to All of the PCB Containing Materials in the Buildings 

The plain language of the PCO evidences the agreement of the parties to apply the 

cleanup standard found in 40 CFR Part 761, but it is clear that section of the federal regulation 

has not been incorporated in its entirety. Rather, the PCO requires the application of the high 

occupancy standard to all PCB containing materials within the buildings. UI’s comments ignore 

the plain language in the PCO, and instead re-interpret the “high occupancy standard” to apply 

only to certain categories of PCB materials (i.e., PCB remediation waste) while excluding other 

categories of PCB materials (i.e., PCB bulk product waste or excluded PCB products). UI 

Comments, p. 14. Accordingly, UI claims it only agreed to clean up the PCB remediation waste 

inside the buildings to a high occupancy standard. Id. This interpretation is unreasonable because 

it would render superfluous this provision of the PCO and would permit UI to leave behind higher 

levels of PCB contaminated material in the buildings.10 UI’s interpretation would keep any 

9 The only references to a high occupancy cleanup standard are found in 40 CFR § 761.61 when discussing the cleanup 
of PCB remediation waste. Depending on the general waste category, various cleanup levels are applicable “based 
on the kind of material and the potential exposure to PCBs left after cleanup is complete.” 40 CFR § 761.61(a)(4). Of 
the four general waste categories listed (e.g., bulk PCB remediation waste, non-porous surfaces, porous surfaces, 
and liquids), the only applicable general waste categories to the inside of buildings at the site are bulk PCB 
remediation waste and porous surfaces, both of which have a cleanup level of ≤1 part per million (ppm). See 40 CFR 
§ 761.61(a)(4)(i)(A) for bulk PCB remediation waste and 40 CFR § 761.61(a)(4)(ii) for non-porous surfaces.

10 “[I]n construing contracts, we give effect to all the language included therein, as ‘the law of contract interpretation. 
. . militates against interpreting a contract in a way that renders a provision superfluous.’ (Internal quotation marks 
omitted.) Wesley v. Schaller Subaru, Inc., 277 Conn. 526, 546, 893 A.2d 389 (2006).” Ramirez v. Health Net of 
Northeast, Inc., 285 Conn. 1, 13-14 (2008). 
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building contaminated with PCBs as a sarcophagus of contamination, preventing the site from 

ever being returned to productive use for nearly any purpose.   

What UI fails to acknowledge when it accuses the Department of “selectively and 

unilaterally edit[ing] and curat[ing] 40 CFR Part 761,” UI Comments, p. 11, is that the parties 

agreed to the terms of the PCO before its adoption as a final decision of the Department. UI 

voluntarily accepted the high occupancy standard as the cleanup standard for all PCBs inside 

buildings. The federal regulations may indeed permit the low occupancy standards to apply to 

certain wastes, for example, but that is irrelevant here. 

Even UI’s attempted reliance on EPA guidance is misplaced, as that outside evidence is 

being introduced to contradict the terms of the agreement, which is not legally permissible. Here, 

the parties agreed that the high occupancy standard was the only cleanup standard that applies 

inside the building. The Department does not dispute that 40 CFR Part 761 contains other cleanup 

and disposal standards but rather finds that the PCO evidences an agreement to only use the 

high occupancy standard inside the building. There may be other options in federal regulation, 

but any such option is inapplicable here. UI and the Department are bound by the PCO, and 

therefore to the applicable ≤1ppm high occupancy standard inside the buildings.  

F 

The Department Is Not Seeking to Modify the PCO 

UI argues this declaratory ruling procedure is the Department’s attempt to re-negotiate 

a more stringent cleanup standard for inside the buildings that would ultimately require UI to 

demolish the building. UI Comments, p. 2. The Department is not seeking to unilaterally modify 

the PCO through this declaratory ruling; the high occupancy standard set out in the PCO is the 

applicable standard. 

UI cites General Statutes section 22a-6dd, which states that when the Department enters 

into a consent order for the remediation of land, the terms of the order cannot be modified 

unilaterally. UI Comments, p. 12. The Department is aware of its obligation under 22a-6dd, which 

section (b)(15) of the PCO memorializes. UI’s reliance on this statutory provision is misplaced. 

The Department is not seeking to change the terms of the PCO, but instead to enforce its existing 

terms.11 

11 This statutory provision would be applicable to changes in remediation standards adopted after the execution of 
the consent order. See BIC, 2015 WL 9310902, at n.7. That has not happened here.  
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The Department also is not requiring further action from UI that is not already permitted 

within the four corners of the PCO. Section (B)(1)(e)(4) states that UI must submit remedial 

alternatives “including but not limited to any alternative specified by the Commissioner.” Nothing 

in this language limits the Commissioner’s authority to ask for alternatives. Neither the PCO nor 

this ruling requires UI to demolish any building; however, demolition is one option for achieving 

compliance with the PCO and may prove to be the most efficient and least expensive option. 

IV 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, I hereby determine that the high occupancy standard in the 

PCO at Section (B)(1)(e)(4) that applies inside buildings at the site is ≤1ppm of PCBs.   

____________________________________ 

Katherine S. Dykes 

Commissioner 

Department of Energy and Environmental 

Protection 
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